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Homework List:

Week

Homework

Page
number

Week :3

Task 1 from ‘what does belief mean
to me?’ grid

P 32

Week 6:

Task 2 from ‘what does belief mean
to me?’ grid

P 32

Week 9:

Task 1 From ‘what is the history of
belief in the UK?’ grid

P 32

Week 12:

Task 2 From ‘what is the history of
belief in the UK?’ grid

P 32

Week 15:

Task 1 From ‘what religious festivals
are celebrated and how?’ grid

P 32

Week 18:

Task 2 From ‘what religious festivals
are celebrated and how?’ grid

P 32

Week 21

Task 1 From ‘what is it like to be a
member of a certain religion in the
Briton'? Grid

P 33

Week 24

Task 2 From ‘what is it like to be a
member of a certain religion in the
Briton'? Grid

P 33

Week 27

Task 1 from ‘ are the ideas of
science and religion compatible?’
grid

P 33

Week 30

Task 2 from ‘ are the ideas of
science and religion compatible?’
grid

P 33

Date
completed

Signed
by
teacher
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What’s in my knowledge Organiser?
1. Unit Sheets / Checklists
This will help you know what is required at each stage of your
learning.

2. Powerful Knowledge
The key information you need to recall

3. Practice Pages
Use the knowledge from section 2 to practise exam questions
here.

4. Revision Tools
Tasks to help you embed your knowledge.

5. Homework
Activities to enrich your learning experience
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1. Unit Sheets / Checklists

This will help you know what is required at each
stage of your learning.
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Confidence Levels

Year 7 R.E KNOWLEDGE CHECKLIST

Enquiry Question: what does belief mean to me?
Personal beliefs
.Christianity : what do Christians believe about God ?
Islam: what do Muslims believe about Allah?
Judaism: what do Jews believe about Abraham?
Buddhism: what do Buddhists believe about Siddhartha?
Hinduism: what do Hindus believe about their Gods and
Goddesses?
Enquiry Question : what is the History of belief in the UK?
Religion in the Middle ages
Religion in the Tudor and Stuart times
Religion in the 19th Century.
Religion in the 20th and 21st century
Thomas B and Henry the 8th.
Enquiry Question: what religious festivals are celebrated and why?
Hinduism: Diwali
Christianity: Christmas.
Islam: Ramadan
Hinduism: Holi
Judaism: Hanukkah
Enquiry question: What is it like to be a member of a certain religion in Britain?

Christianity : Belonging to the religion
Christianity : Changes through time
Islam: Islam in Britain
Islam: belonging to the religion
Enquiry question: are the ideas of science and religion compatible?
Christian creation story
The Big bang Theory
Scientific theories and ideas on looking after the planet
Christianity :Stewardship and looking after the planet
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2. Powerful Knowledge
The key information you need to recall
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Topic 1: Enquiry Question- what does belief
mean to me?
Christianity
• Christians believe in one God . The trinity are all elements of God made up
of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Jesus is known as the son of God
and was born to Mary . The birth of Jesus is celebrated by Christians still to
this day .Jesus grew up spreading the teachings of what is now known as
Christianity whilst also performing miracles. The Christian Holy book is the
Bible.
Islam
• Muslims believe in one God known as Allah. Allah spread his message
through angels and prophets, Prophets are people Allah chooses to share
information with. Muslims do not draw Allah or any of the prophets as
they believe it would be very disrespectful to do so. The Muslim holy book
is the Qur’an.
Judaism
• Jews believe in one God. They also believe God speaks to prophets to
spread messages and teach lessons. Abraham is a prophet of God who did
a deal so that he and his wife could have a Baby. After waiting and obeying
Gods orders for many years Sarah reaches 100 years old ad gives birth to a
baby called Isaac. The Jewish holy book is the Torah Scroll.
Buddhism
• Buddhism is a spiritual tradition that focuses on personal spiritual
development and the attainment of a deep insight into the true nature of
life. Buddhists seek to reach a state of nirvana, following the path of the
Buddha, Siddhartha Gautama, who went on a quest for Enlightenment
.There is no belief in a personal god. Buddhists believe that nothing is fixed
or permanent and that change is always possible. The path to
Enlightenment is through the practice and development of morality,
meditation and wisdom.
Hinduism
• Central to Hinduism is the belief in a supreme God Brahman. Brahman is
present everywhere and there is a part of Brahman in everyone. Brahman
takes many forms. Especially three forms called the Trimurti. Brahma is
the creator of the world and all creatures. Vishnu is the preserver of the
world. His role is to return to the earth in troubled times and restore the
balance of good and evil. Shiva is the destroyer of the universe. Shiva
destroys the universe in order to re-create it.
Sikhism
Sikhs believe in one God who guides and protects them. They believe everyone
is equal before God. Sikhs believe that your actions are important and you
should lead a good life. They believe the way to do this is: Keep God in your
heart and mind at all times, Live honestly and work hard, Treat everyone
equally, Be generous to those less fortunate than you and Serve others.
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Topic 1: Enquiry Question- what does belief
mean to me?
Islam
Within the Islam holy book the Qur’an Allah is described
as followed “He is Allah, The one and only; Allah the
eternal, absolute, he begot none, nor was he begotten, and
there is none like him.” Holy Qur'an (112:1-4).

99 names

Within Islam the God is called Allah, Allah is said
to have 99 names. Below are just some of the
names

oThe Peace

oThe Generous

oThe Judge

o The Eternal

oThe Forgiver

o The Truth

oThe Loving

oThe Creator

oThe Almighty

o The All-Wise

Buddhism

Buddhism is a religion based around the ideas and
teachings of The Buddha.

Before he was known as The Buddha, he was called
Siddhartha Gautama.
Siddhartha practiced meditation in the hope to be
enlightened which would result in his soul reaching
Nirvana.
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Topic 2 : Enquiry Question-what is the History
of belief in the UK?

•Medieval Monks :There were many different orders of monks, eg Benedictines,
known as 'black monks' and Cistercians, known as 'white monks', named after the
colour of the habits they wore. Monks usually live in closed communities.
•Some orders, such as the Franciscans, have members known as friars who work in
the wider community.
•Monks built huge monasteries, such as Fountains Abbey in Yorkshire.
•Monasteries had running water and good toilet facilities and were much healthier
places than medieval towns and villages.
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• Middle Ages the Catholic Church dominated the thinking of people who lived their
lives genuinely believing that when they died, they might go to hell. The building of
monasteries, taking part in pilgrimages and the Crusades were all examples of the
effect this had on people’s lives.
• In the 16th and 17th centuries, Britain broke free from the Roman Catholic Church.
There was a period of religious conflict. Penal laws were passed that restricted what
Catholics and other Non-conformists could do and the Act of Settlement (1701)
made it law that the monarch had to be a Protestant.
• The Victorians were generally very religious people and often appear to be very
prim and proper. There were religious meetings called 'revivals' and religion inspired
many of the great 19th century social reformers such as William Wilberforce and Dr
Barnardo. British Protestant missionaries travelled all over the world.
• At the same time, however, there were developments in science, such as
Darwinism; politics, such as Marxism and theology. By the 20th century, religion had
declined in importance for many people – although there have been significant
political events related to religion over the last century.
• Britain was a fiercely Protestant country from the Reformation until the early 20th
century. Many British historians have tended to portray the medieval Catholic
Church as corrupt and wicked and to suggest that 'the Reformation' was the
beginning of Britain's greatness.
• Religion in the 20th and 21st centuries
The number of regular Christian worshipers began to decline in Britain in the 20th
century. British society became more liberal, secular and materialistic: many people
did not believe in God many people – particularly amongst the immigrant communities
– believed in religions other than Christianity. For many people, religion was
increasingly irrelevant to their way of life
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Topic 3: Enquiry Question-what religious
festivals are celebrated and why?
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Christmas
Christmas celebrates the birth of Jesus, as told in the Gospel of Matthew and the Gospel of Luke. The
festival of Christmas does not fall on Jesus' actual birthday, and different denominations celebrate it on
different dates. Protestant and Catholic Christians celebrate Christmas on 25 December, while Orthodox
Christians celebrate it on 6 January.
Mary gave birth to Jesus in Bethlehem and laid him in a manger. There, according to
the gospels narratives, he was visited by kings and shepherds who had heard about his birth.
In the UK, Christmas is celebrated in both a religious and a secular way. There are church services with
carols on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day as Christians thank God for his gift of Jesus. Christmas is a
national holiday and many Christians, as well as many non-religious people and people of other faiths,
have parties with food and gifts.
Christian churches often run events for those in need over the Christmas period, as the idea of Christmas
is to spread love and peace. For example, a church might provide a space to give food and temporary
shelter to people in need.

Hanukkah
Hanukkah or Chanukah is the Jewish Festival of Lights. It dates back to two
centuries before the beginning of Christianity.
The festival begins on the 25th day of Kislev and is celebrated for eight days. In the
western calendar Hanukkah is celebrated in November or December.
The word Hanukkah means rededication and commemorates the Jews' struggle for
religious freedom.
History
The festival marks the phenomenal victory of a group of Jews called the Maccabees
over the Syrian Greeks, the most powerful army of the ancient world.
At the end of the three-year war, the Maccabees recaptured Jerusalem and
rededicated the temple.
When the Maccabees rededicated the temple, they discovered a single cruse of oil
with the seal of the High Priest still intact.
When they came to light the eight-branched temple candelabrum, the menorah,
they had enough oil to last only a day.
But the menorah miraculously stayed alight for eight days. This became known as
the miracle of the oil.

Holi is a Hindu festival that celebrates spring, love, and new life.
Some families hold religious ceremonies, but for many Holi is more a time for fun. It's a colourful festival,
with dancing, singing and throwing of powder paint and coloured water.
Holi is also known as the "festival of colours".
When is Holi?
Holi marks the arrival of spring and the end of winter. It is usually celebrated in March.
In 2022 Holi will begin on Friday 18 March.
What is the story of Holi?
Holi also celebrates the Hindu god Krishna and the legend of Holika and Prahlad.

Ramadan and Eid ul-Fitr
Eid U-Fitr is a very important festival in the Islamic calendar and was started by the Prophet
Muhammad himself. It is also known as 'The Feast of Breaking the Fast' and is celebrated by Muslims
worldwide to mark the end of Ramadan. Eid ul-Fitr takes place on the first day of the tenth month of the
Islamic lunar calendar, and Muslims are not permitted to fast on that day.
Muslims are not only celebrating the end of fasting, but also thanking Allah for the Qur'an, which was
first revealed towards the end of Ramadan, and for the strength Allah has given them to exercise self12
control throughout the previous month of fasting. If necessary, they will ask Allah for forgiveness if they
failed to keep the fast at any point.

Topic 4: what is it like to be a member of a religion in Britain ?

How are elements of Christianity adapting to modern day Britain?
You may notice that churches and the way they are used have changed over time. Also
from attendance being mandatory ( expected) to optional. Technology has had a huge
impact on both the bible and Christian services making both extremely easy to access
from a tablet or phone with just a click of the button.

What do Christians believe?
Christians believe there is only one God, but that he is revealed in three different forms:
•God the Father
•God the Son
•The Holy Spirit
Christians model themselves on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. Jesus taught people to love God and
love their neighbour.
Christians believe that God sent Jesus to live as a human being in order to save humanity from the
consequences of its sins - the bad things humanity had chosen to do which had separated them from God.
Christians believe that through the death and resurrection of Jesus this broken relationship with God is
restored.

What is the Christian holy book?
The Christian holy book is the Bible. It is divided into the Old and New Testaments.
The New Testament explains how God sent his only son, Jesus Christ, to restore the broken relationship
between people and God which had been caused by human wrong-doing.
Jesus was executed on a cross (Crucifixion) as a criminal by the Romans, and according to Christian teaching
after three days he rose from the dead (the Resurrection).
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Topic 4: what is it like to be a member of a religion in Britain ?

Islam is the 2nd largest religion in the world, with over 1.6 Billion followers and is the fastest
growing religion in Britain.
People who follow Islam are called Muslims. They believe in one God (Allah) and that he gave a
message to someone called Muhammad, this then formed the Quran. Muslims live all over the
world, their main beliefs are formed in the 5 pillars. Some of these include praying, giving to
charity and fasting.
Ummah; Because Islam is a worldwide faith, Muslims use the term Ummah for the worldwide
community of Islam. This term means that all Muslims, regardless of where they live in the world, are
all members of a worldwide faith.
To be a Muslim is to believe the Shahadah and to try and live as a practising Muslim. The word 'Islam'
means 'submission', so a Muslim lives a life in submission to the will of Allah. This idea of submission
means that a Muslim must try to live a life which follows the teachings of the Qur'an. One way
Muslims submit to Allah is by following the 5 pillars of Islam.

What do Muslims believe?
Muslims believe that Islam was revealed over 1,400 years ago in Mekkah, Arabia through a man called Muhammad.
Muhammad is so respected that it is usual for Muslims to say 'peace be upon him' whenever they mention his name.
Muhammad is believed by Muslims to be the last prophet sent by God (Allah). They believe God sent prophets to
mankind to teach them how to live according to His law.
Jesus (Isa), Moses (Musa) and Abraham (Ibrahim) are other respected prophets.
Five Pillars of Islam
The Five Pillars of Islam are an important part of Muslim life. They are five things that a Muslim must do so they can
live a good and responsible life. They include:
•The declaration of faith (Shahadah)
•Praying five times a day (Salat)
•Giving money to charity (Zakah)
•Fasting during the month of Ramadan (Sawm)
•A pilgrimage to Makkah at least once in a lifetime (Hajj)
What is the holy book of Islam
The Muslim holy book is called the Qur'an. Muslims believe this to be the word of Allah as dictated to Muhammad.
They also have the Sunnah, which Muslims believe to be the practical example of Prophet Muhammad.
Where do Muslims worship?
Muslims worship in a building called a mosque. On Friday at noon, the most important of the weekly services is held.
.

The Five Pillars of Islam
The most important Muslim practices are the Five Pillars of Islam.
The Five Pillars of Islam are the five obligations that every Muslim must satisfy in order to
live a good and responsible life according to Islam.
The Five Pillars consist of:
•Shahadah: sincerely reciting the Muslim profession of faith
•Salat: performing ritual prayers in the proper way five times each day
•Zakat: paying an alms (or charity) tax to benefit the poor and the needy
•Sawm: fasting during the month of Ramadan
•Hajj: pilgrimage to Mecca
Why are they important?
Carrying out these obligations provides the framework of a Muslim's life, and weaves their
everyday activities and their beliefs into a single cloth of religious devotion.
No matter how sincerely a person may believe, Islam regards it as pointless to live life
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without putting that faith into action and practice.
Carrying out the Five Pillars demonstrates that the Muslim is putting their faith first, and
not just trying to fit it in around their secular lives.

Topic 5: are the ideas of science and religion compatible?

Christianity : creation

Christians believe that God created the universe in 7
days. Each day God created an element of the
world.

Science: creation

The Big Bang theory
•
The study of the origins of the universe is called
cosmology. In 1965 cosmologists published
conclusive evidence to show that the universe
did in fact have a beginning. This theory, that
time and space began around 15 billion years
ago, became known as the Big Bang theory
•
The Big Bang theory states the universe began
from a ‘singularity’, an infinitely tiny point. This
‘singularity’ was infinitely hot and infinitely
dense and, as it expanded, particles and then
atoms began to appear. This led to the
formation of stars and planets, which make up
the universe as we know it today.
•
Today most scientists accept this as an accurate
explanation for our world

Literal interpretation :Some religious believers are
literalists. They believe that their holy text, should
be understood word for word.
Liberal interpretation :They believe that people
should be free to understand the holy books in any
way they choose.

Christianity :Stewardship

Stewardship means caring for the planet and
managing its resources. A steward is like a caretaker;
they are responsible for looking after someone’s
property while that person is away. Many believers
say that God has given humans the special duty to
care for the world in his place, as his precious
possession.

Science: research into looking after our planet

Scientist believe that A Clean Environment Is
Essential for Healthy Living: The more you
don't care about our environment, the more it
will become polluted with contaminants and
toxins that have a harmful impact
on our health. Air pollution can cause
respiratory diseases and cancer, among other
problems and diseases. There is lots of
research into how to slow the effects or even
reverse the effects of global warming such as
growing your own vegetables and recycling.
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Topic 6:Spirited arts
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3. Practice Pages
Use the knowledge from section 2 to practise
exam questions here.
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Definition practice
write the definition for
each key word
Key words
Church
Mosque
Christmas
Holi
Hanukah
Diwali
Ramadan

Ummah
Monk
catholic
Big bang theory
Evolution
Trinity
Worship

Ummah

Allah
baptism
pray

Holy book
stewardship

environment
Climate change
festival
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Describe practice
write 5 key points to describe
each of the following
Describe 5 ways
Christians celebrate
Christmas

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 details about
the festival of Holi

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 Christian
Beliefs

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 Muslim beliefs

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 ways scientist
suggest humans should
look after the planet

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 ways in which
humans destroy the
planet

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 key elements
which may suggest
someone belongs to the
Christian religion

1
2
3
4
5

Describe 5 key elements
which may suggest
someone belongs to the
Islam religion

1
2
3
4
5
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Explain practice
write a BTA ( Because
therefor, as a consequence)
paragraph to explain the
following
Explain why Christians
celebrate Christmas

Explain why Muslims do
not eat during sunlight
hours during Ramadan

Explain how religion in
the UK has changed over
time

Explain why Christians
get baptised

Explain why stewardship
is important in helping
the planet

Explain the impact of
Charles Darwin's findings
on religion
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4. Revision Tools
Tasks to help you embed your knowledge.
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Topic 1 what does belief mean to me ?

Write a Christian Belief in each of the octopus's
tentacles.

.
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Topic 1 what does belief mean to me ?

Write a belief that Muslims have in each of the
octopus's tentacles.

.
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Topic 1 what does belief mean to me ?

Write 5 Buddhist beliefs and 5 Hindu Beliefs

Buddhism

Hinduism
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Topic 2 Enquiry Question-what is the History of
belief in the UK??
Write 5 key points about religion in the medieval period and the Victorian
period

Mediaeval

Victorian
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Topic 3:What religious festivals are celebrated and why?

Write 8 ways Christians celebrate Christmas

.
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Topic 3:What religious festivals are celebrated and why?

Complete the graphic organiser on Festivals .
Under the name of each festival complete the following who, what, why, where and
when is this festival celebrated.

Holi

Christmas:

Festivals

Diwali
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Topic 3:What religious festivals are celebrated and why?

Complete the graphic organiser on the 5 pillars of Islam
Explain what each Pillar is .

Shahadahi

Slaah

5 pillars of
Islam

Zakah
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Topic 4: what is it like to be a member of a religion in Britain ?

Write 5 points that may show a person follows the religion of Christianity
or Islam

Christianity

Islam

29

Topic 5:Are the ideas of science and
religion compatible .

Complete five key parts of the Christian Creation story and the Big Bang
theory .

Christian
creation story

The Big Bang
theory
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5. HOMEWORK
Activities to enrich your learning experience
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Enquiry Question Homework Grid
Task : complete any 2 homework tasks of your choice from the grid for each
topic . You will need to check the front of your Knowledge organiser to see the
dates they need to be completed and handed in.
Sheets to complete homework on are at the back of the Knowledge organiser.

Topic 1- What does
belief mean to me?

Christianity –Create a poster
explaining the trinity

Judaism – create story
board describing the
story of Abraham and
Sarah

Islam- write a paragraph
explaining some of the 99
names of Allah and why it
would be important for
Muslims to have a God with
those traits.

Hinduism- research a God or
goddess and create a
information sheet about them.

Buddhism – draw 4
pictures and label them
to show the 4 sights
Siddhartha whiteness
when he escaped from
the palace.

Topic 2-What is the
History of belief in
the UK?

Medieval-Create a poster
explaining the life of medieval
monks

19th Century – create a
story board explaining the
journey Charles Darwin
went on which resulted in
him creating the theory of
evolution

20TH and 21st century- write a
paragraph explaining how
religion in the UK has changed
over time

Tudor and Stuart- research the
impact that Henry the 8ths
decisions had on religion and
create an information sheet
about it.

Write a paragraph
explaining how scientific
theories impacted religious
beliefs.

Topic 3- what
religious festivals
are celebrated and
why?

Hinduism –Create a poster
explaining the festival of
Diwali

Christianity– create story
board describing the
nativity story

Islam- create a fact file about
Ramadan

Hinduism- design a leaflet
explaining how and why
Hindus celebrate Holi

Judaism- research how
and why Jews celebrate
Hanukah and present the
information in an
interesting way (
PowerPoint, poster)
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Enquiry Question Homework Grid
Task : complete any 2 homework tasks of your choice from the grid for
each topic . You will need to check the front of your Knowledge
organiser to see the dates they need to be completed and handed in

Topic 4- what is it
like to be a member
of a certain religion
in the UK?

Christianity –Create a poster
explaining what baptism is

Islam- create a poster
explaining what Ummah
is and why it is important
within Islam

Christianity – write a paragraph
explaining ways in which some
Christians express they belong
to the Christian faith.( example
wearing a cross necklace).

Christianity – design a modern
church to encourage younger
generations to visit

Islam- create a fact file
explaining the 5 pillars of
Islam

Topic 5-are the
ideas of science and
religion compatible?

Create a poster explaining the
Big Bang Theory

create a story board
describing the Christian
creation story

Design a product which will
help reduce climate change

Write a poem about looking
after the planet

Write a letter to the local
council on ways that
Mansfield woodhouse
could contribute to looking
after the planet ( example
– water refill stations
around the town so that
bottles can be reused).
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Topic 1 Homework 1
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Topic 1 Homework 2
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Topic 2 Homework 3
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Topic 2 Homework 4
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Topic 3 Homework 5
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Topic 3 Homework 6
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Topic 4 Homework 7
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Topic 4 Homework 7
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Topic 5 Homework 8
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Topic 5 Homework 9
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Topic 5 Homework 10
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